
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fire & Earth  
Created and written by King Nazir Muhammad 

MOVIE CONCEPT 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Rated R  

Genre: Romantic Drama  

 

This movie centers around the love affair of two unlikely characters (Ariella 

Dobbs) – Kim Kardashian  

And (Nazir Fuller) – actor not chosen at this time 

 

Story Outline 

 

Arie is a spoiled upscale white girl that falls on hard times after a bitter divorce 

from her wealth “art dealer “ husband.  

Divorced and left with nothing, she is forced to move into the ghettos of south 

central L.A with relatives. This is where she meets the thuggish (Nazir) a street 

hustler who she later discovers has a unique talent as a “painter “.  

After a brief misguided perception of each other they become friends. And Arie 

begins to encourage Nazir into expanding his horizons and showcase his work as a 

professional painter.  

And being the ex-wife of an art dealer, she uses her knowledge of the business to 

help Nazir get into the spotlight of high society’s art world.  

And through their partnership they fall in love and together they escape their 

seemingly hopeless situations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



STORY NOTES:  

#1. One of the dynamics to this story is that fate brought Arie into Nazir’s life. She 

was exactly what he needed to escape the ghetto. And the same can be said for 

Nazir, and it is that realization that begins their business relationship.  

#2. Because they are people from two different worlds, one from privilege and 

the other from hardship. Their personalities and perceptions of each other are 

constantly clashing – which brings into the movie the “raw emotion” between the 
two.  

#3. Heated arguments between the two reveal to the audience the stereotypical 

perceptions high society has of the lower class. But as their business and romantic 

relationship grows, both of their perceptions change as they find commonality 

and a need for each other.  

_ Aries’ arguments help Nazir to see the need to utilize his talents rather than 

partake in ghetto life.  

_ Nazir’s arguments help Arie to see that her judgmental views of the lower class 

comes from a misguided perception. And the only thing that separates the classes 

is not a willingness to succeed. But the fact that one was fortunate not to be born 

into a community of poverty and hopelessness.  

_ Through these arguments and revelations a mutual respect and love begins to 

grow.  

 

LOVE IS TESTED  

 

#4. As Nazir’s success and fame in the art world begins to grow, Aries devotion is 
tested when her ex-husband catches wind of her new found endeavor and 

returns to reconcile. Although tempted because of her uncertain fate with Nazir, 

she still decides to remain with Nazir and see their business and love affair 

through to the end.  

 



#5. The movie ends with the opening of their own upscale “art gallery “in Beverly 
hills called (Fire & Earth) – the name is taken from their zodiac signs.  

 

#6. The ending returns Arie to the life she was accustomed to before she fell on 

hard times. And Nazir is saved from poverty and enters into a life he deserved – a 

place neither would have reached without each other.  

- A story of true fate.  

 

 

 


